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Don't miss our live online Tsiyon Meeting at Tsiyon.Net tonight, featuring:

From Eliyahu
Consider this:
In 1982, the famous R. Buckminster Fuller estimated that human knowledge
doubled approximately every century, up until 1900. By 1945 it was doubling
every 25 years. Human knowledge was then increasing four times as fast as at
any time before. That rate of rapid change was still more or less manageable, and
in many cases was beneficial. However, the rate of increase continued to
accelerate rapidly. By 1982, all human knowledge was doubling every 12-13
months. Nobody could keep up with that rate of change, making this generation

unlike any other before it. However, as crazy a rate of change as that was, the
increase in the rate of growth of human knowledge would continue accelerating
exponentially. Experts now estimate that, as of 2020, human knowledge doubles
every 12 hours. No one has ever experienced living in a world in which human
knowledge is increasing at anything like this exponential rate of change! No
wonder the world feels so out-of-control crazy!
What this really means is, there is not nearly enough time for mankind to evaluate
all of this knowledge being introduced into the world at such a rapid rate, let alone
how it should be wisely applied. Let's say the modern world is your car, and you
are at the wheel. You are driving down the road, and your car is rapidly
accelerating, and won't stop. You can still exercise control of your car at high
speed, up to a point. However, can you still steer or brake at 300 mph? How
about 3000 mph? It is inevitable that this wild ride must end in a catastrophic
wreak. The Bible calls that inevitable wreck of this world "The End of the Age."

Right now we are living in the "Time of the End" - That is, the final generation that
will experience total wreak at the rapidly approaching "End of the Age." In fact,
the prophetic Word identifies this time of ever-increasing knowledge as the "time
of the End" as follows:
"Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the time of the
end. Many will run back and forth, and knowledge will be
increased.” Daniel 12:4
This simple verse, written about 2.5 millennia ago, is very much in keeping with
the rest of the book of Daniel, which has accurately and in detail predicted the
future (now history) from Daniel's day right down to our own, and beyond. Daniel
never claimed the credit for this remarkable display of amazing foreknowledge of
the flow of history. Rather he said:

“Blessed be the name of God forever and ever; for wisdom and might
are his. He changes the times and the seasons. He removes kings,
and sets up kings. He gives wisdom to the wise, and knowledge to
those who have understanding. He reveals the deep and secret
things. He knows what is in the darkness, and the light dwells with
him." Daniel 2:19-22
No matter how fast human knowledge increases, such knowledge will never be
able to compete with the Divine knowledge of the All-Knowing One. Indeed, he
already knew the entire flow of human history before mankind was ever created.
Further, His perfect plan has assigned ages to the world, according to His prescheduled design of history and time itself. Our Fast Track video series explains
that from His Word, and shows that this final generation began in 1967, with the
liberation of Jerusalem by the Jews, as foretold in Bible prophecy. Further, we
hold to the words of Messiah that this generation in which the signature sign is
fully manifest - that is, this very generation - "will not pass until all these things
(including the end of this world and the Return of Messiah) takes place." At this
point in this video series we look at where we are in the plan of the Ages, in "The
Last Age of the World." Everything is accelerating now at an amazing speed, and
it is more important now than ever that those who are wise concern themselves
with the Divine plan.
Join us tonight online to assess how far we have come, and where we still are
going. Our Tsiyon meeting tonight starts at Tsiyon.Net at 8 PM, CST. As always,
these Fast Track videos are aired free, so invite your relatives and friends to signup at Tsiyon.Net, to see this assessment of vital Bible prophecy.
Eliyahu
Tsiyon.Org

PS - Due to time constraints, not all of the videos in this Ages of the
World video series are being aired at our live meetings. However, they
are included in the Fast Track that you can access at the Tsiyon.Net web
site. Also, join us next week as we conclude this series!

Remember this: he who sows sparingly will also reap sparingly.
He who sows bountifully will also reap bountifully. 2 Corinthians 9:6
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